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The transport and fate of contaminants in fractured sedimentary rock aquifers depends
strongly on the nature and distribution of the fracture network. The current standard practice of
using only vertical coreholes to characterize bedrock aquifers can result in significantly biased
data that is insufficient for fracture orientation analysis. This study involves the addition of two
inclined coreholes to supplement existing data from eleven vertical coreholes at a contaminated
site in Guelph, Ontario to reduce the effects of this bias. A suite of high‐resolution, depth discrete
data collection methods including core logging, borehole geophysics, and hydraulic testing were
conducted to determine fracture orientation and spacing as well as hydraulic aperture
distributions. The results of the orientation analysis demonstrate that the inclined coreholes
were more effective at sampling high‐angled fractures than the vertical coreholes and were
necessary to identify all three of the dominant fracture sets on the site. The fracture network
properties from this study can be used as input parameters for static and dynamic discrete
fracture network models to assess current and future risks to municipal supply wells.
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1.0 Introduction
Fractured bedrock aquifers, despite their widespread prevalence and use, are perhaps the
least understood aquifers in physical hydrogeology in terms of contaminant transport and fate. It
is estimated that 25% of Canadians rely on groundwater as a source of drinking water (Statistics
Canada, 2010) and much of this groundwater comes from fractured sedimentary bedrock
aquifers. Because municipal supply wells are often located with urban centres, sources of
contamination are abundant and thus, continued reliance on groundwater for municipal supplies
will require comprehensive understanding of how both groundwater and contaminants move
through these fractured rock aquifers. Powerful discrete fracture network modeling software
exists for the simulation of groundwater and contaminant migration through these aquifers;
however, current standard practice characterization methods are insufficient to provide realistic
or well informed input parameters for these models (NRC 1996, Lapcevic et al., 1999, Berkowitz,
2002, and Neuman, 2005). One reason for this is the tendency for environmental investigations
to make use of only vertical coreholes for bedrock aquifer characterization, which can result in
significantly biased data that is insufficient for fracture orientation analysis. This study
demonstrates the implementation of inclined coreholes and high‐resolution data collection
methods to characterize the three‐dimensional (3‐D) fracture network in a Silurian dolostone
aquifer at a contaminated site in Guelph, Ontario.

1.1 Background

Historically, research efforts have focused almost entirely on the characterization of
groundwater and contaminant flow through unconsolidated deposits (e.g. sand and gravel)
despite the fact that bedrock aquifers provide the same functions and have the same
vulnerabilities. These (historical) methods designed for granular porous media are not directly
applicable to bedrock aquifers as the flow through each entity is very different. Flow through
granular porous media occurs through the pore space between individual particles/grains that
comprises a major portion of the bulk aquifer volume whereas it is generally accepted that
fractures control the flow in fractured bedrock with otherwise low matrix permeability.
Therefore the groundwater flow in bedrock is limited to a very small volume of void space.
Characterization of bedrock aquifers requires detailed understanding of the distribution and
1

orientation of fractures and their apertures, physical properties of the rock matrix, and hydraulic
conditions. These parameters are difficult to quantify due to the level of detail and cost required
to obtain data of sufficient quality for the characterization; however, they are critical for
prediction of contaminant migration through bedrock aquifers.

1.2 Groundwater flow through bedrock aquifers
It is important to identify the differences between flow through unconsolidated granular
porous media aquifers and through bedrock aquifers. The velocity at which groundwater travels
to get from point A to point B through an aquifer can be defined as the average linear
groundwater velocity (

which is calculated by dividing the Darcy flux by the effective

(advection) porosity:

(1)
Where:
= bulk hydraulic conductivity
= hydraulic gradient
= effective porosity
In granular porous media, groundwater flow occurs through pore spaces between grains
and therefore, the effective porosity is large and typically equal to the total matrix porosity of the
sediments. However, in fractured bedrock aquifers with low matrix permeability, groundwater
flow occurs primarily through the fractures. In most rocks, including sedimentary rocks, the
fracture porosity is typically orders of magnitude smaller than the matrix porosity of the rock
which generally makes the average linear groundwater velocities in fractured bedrock much
higher than granular porous media (Freeze and Cherry, 1979; Ahn and Apted, 2010). The
effective porosity,

, in fractured bedrock can be thought of as the effective fracture porosity,

, and is a function of fracture aperture and spacing for each fracture set. If the fractures are
assumed to represent smooth parallel plates, the fracture porosity can be estimated using a
derivation of the cubic law outlined by Snow (1968):

2

2

(2)

Where:
2

= aperture of fracture set
= spacing of fracture set
Because fracture porosity is a function of fracture spacing and aperture, an infinite

number of combinations can yield the same value of fracture porosity. For example, a dense
network of small‐aperture fractures can yield the same overall fracture porosity as a sparse
network with larger aperture fractures provided both networks are well connected. While the
average linear groundwater velocity is insensitive to these variations, the same cannot be said for
the transport of contaminants. This is due to the plume front retardation effect caused by
contaminant diffusion into the rock matrix. This effect is strongest where surface area is high and
thus, dense fracture networks show more retardation than sparse networks. This diffusive
behavior of contaminants has been shown to have a significant influence on plume front
migration and the overall distribution of the plume (Freeze and Cherry 1979, Neretnieks 1980,
Grisak and Pickens 1981, Sudicky and Frind 1982, Sudicky and McLaren 1992, Parker et al. 2010).
This brings forth the need for careful delineation of not only fracture porosity, but fracture
orientation, spacing, and aperture. Because accurate measurements of fracture aperture are
difficult to obtain and are not typically measured in standard investigations, very few values exist
in the literature (Snow, 1968; Novakowski, 1988; Novakowski et al., 2006; Belan, 2010; Quinn
2011). As fracture porosity requires both aperture and spacing for each fracture set, literature
values for fracture porosity are even more difficult to find.

1.3 Hypotheses and Study Approach

This study focuses on improving the understanding of the 3‐D fracture network on a
contaminated site in Guelph, Ontario and has been designed to test four general hypotheses:
1. The use of inclined coreholes will reduce the sampling bias associated with using
only vertical coreholes and will allow more accurate characterization of fracture
distribution and orientation;
3
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1.4 Research Site

The research site is located in the City of Guelph which has a population of approximately
127,000 (Statistics Canada, 2007) and relies on groundwater as its sole source of municipal water
supply. The groundwater is pumped primarily from a Silurian dolostone aquifer through 18
municipal supply wells in addition to a groundwater spring collection system. Several municipal
supply wells have been decommissioned due to the presence of VOC contaminants and other
naturally occurring contaminants over the past few decades (City of Guelph, 2006). The research
site is located in an industrial zone in the northwest quadrant (Figure 2) and is in very close
proximity to two of the decommissioned municipal wells (Smallfield and Sacco). A VOC plume
exists on the site and has persisted for decades in the fractured bedrock aquifer (Figure 3). The
source of the VOCs is the chlorinated solvent trichloroethylene (TCE) that was previously used as
a degreasing agent in the manufacture of automotive parts. Early investigations began in 2003 by
Gamsby and Mannerow Ltd. and involved slug tests in the upper 15m of bedrock using
conventional wells. Dr. Beth Parker of the University of Waterloo started further detailed work in
2004 involving the drilling of deeper coreholes along a transect to characterize the concentration
distribution across the plume. This characterization implemented rock core VOC sampling where
core samples were crushed and matrix VOC content was analyzed (Kennel, 2008). Three Water
FLUTe and two Westbay multilevel systems were installed to monitor groundwater chemistry and
hydraulic conditions of the site. Belan (2010) used the decommissioned 12‐inch Smallfield well to
assess the impact of cross‐connection of the open, un‐pumped municipal well using a FLUTe liner
and used FLUTe transmissivity profiling to obtain depth‐discrete transmissivity values for aperture
calculations. A 13‐day pumping test of the decommissioned Smallfield and Sacco wells was
conducted to determine the hydraulic properties of the aquifer by monitoring hydraulic responses
in the spatially detailed monitoring network of the site (Belan 2010). Although detailed
information exists on the contaminant distribution and hydraulic properties of the site, there
remains a need for detailed, 3‐D characterization of fracture orientation, spacing, and aperture
using the best available techniques so that static and dynamic models can be used with
confidence to assess the potential for current and future threats to the municipal wells. For the
purposes of this study, two inclined coreholes were drilled in 2010 to supplement data from an
existing vertical corehole approximately 50m away. These three coreholes are located outside of
the contaminated zone and are used in the fracture network analysis presented below.
5

1.5 Regional/Site geology
The City of Guelph is located in Southern Ontario, which straddles two major Paleozoic
sedimentary basins: the Appalachian Basin to the southeast, and the Michigan Basin to the
northwest (Armstrong and Carter, 2010). During the Paleozoic Era, most of eastern North
America was located in tropical latitudes and periodically covered by basin‐centered inland seas
such that, the Paleozoic bedrock of Southern Ontario consists primarily of tropical marine
sediments (Johnston et al. 1992). Detailed description of the subsurface Paleozoic stratigraphy of
southern Ontario is presented in Armstrong and Carter (2010). Recent revisions to the early
Silurian stratigraphy by Brunton (2008, 2009, 2010, 2011) has allowed better correlation of the
formations across southwestern Ontario to help define regional‐scale aquifers and aquitards
(Figure 4). The Paleozoic bedrock that directly underlies the City is comprised of middle to lower
Silurian dolostone that runs the length of the Niagara Escarpment from Niagara Falls to
Tobermory (see Figure 2). This Silurian sequence is a tremendously valuable resource as it
provides a clean, reliable source of municipal water supply for communities across southwestern
Ontario.
This study focuses on the characterization of the fracture network in the 100 m thick
sequence of bedrock formations that are used as supply aquifers in the region. On the research
site, the formation contacts were identified through the examination of continuous HQ‐sized rock
core (6.4 cm (2.5 inch) diameter). The lowermost unit examined was the upper 2 m of the Cabot
Head Formation which consists of finely laminated shale and acts as a regional aquitard. This
Formation ranges in thickness from 12 to 40 m across the region (Armstrong and Carter, 2010).
The Merritton and Rockway Formations directly overlie the Cabot Head Formation and are
comprised of dolomitic wackestones. The Merritton Formation was typically less than 1m thick
and the Rockway formation was generally 1‐2m thick and contained styloseam sets and thin
shaley partings. The Irondequoit Formation overlies the Rockway Formation and is composed of
crinoidal grainstones. It represented the basal member of the unsubdivided Amabel Formation
prior to the recent revisions by Brunton (2009). A gradational contact separates it from the
overlying Gasport Formation which is comprised of cross‐bedded crinoidal grainstone‐packstone
successions and typically contains multiple stacked cycles of basal, tan coloured grainstones and
6
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either the Reformatory Quarry or Stone Road Member. A lack of hydraulic head inflection across
these Members and the pumping test response measured in multilevel wells (Belan 2010) has
demonstrated that these Members do not behave as an aquitard on the site. The uppermost
bedrock unit of the research site is the Guelph Formation and consists primarily of medium to
thickly bedded, cross‐stratified crinoidal grainstones and wackestones. This unit is generally quite
transmissive and acts as a shallow, unconfined bedrock aquifer in the region.

2.0 Methods

As introduced earlier, there is a need to further quantify the 3‐D geometry and
characteristics of the fracture network on the research site. This quantification is not standard
practice in industry and thus, methods that are not typically used in groundwater investigations
must be implemented. These methods include the drilling of inclined coreholes, detailed logging
of rock core to identify lithological changes and frequency of discrete fractures, and hydraulic
testing to identify which fractures are transmissive. Together, these datasets will allow the
quantitative determination of fracture orientation, spacing and hydraulic apertures, which are
required parameters for the creation of site specific, 3‐D static and dynamic DFN models to assess
time of travel for groundwater and various contaminant types that pose threats to this important
source of fresh water in the region.

2.1 Drilling Program

The bedrock on the research site is overlain by 3‐5m of glacial till and does not outcrop.
Consequently, the only way to examine the lithology and structures within the bedrock at the site
was through the drilling of rock core. Though many different coring techniques exist, continuous
wire‐line diamond coring is perhaps the best technique for competent bedrock as it can provide
excellent recovery while only minimally disturbing the sample. A triple‐tube wire‐line core barrel
is preferred over a standard core barrel as the complete core run is removed from the inner core
barrel in steel sleeves (split along the length) allowing the run to remain intact and preserving
delicate fracture zones and structures.
9

Eleven vertical coreholes exist on the research site and have been studied in great detail
through previous research efforts (Kennel, 2008; Belan, 2010; Quinn, 2011). The rock core from
these coreholes and the subsequent wells that were installed have been valuable for refining the
lithology and stratigraphy of the research site, as well as delineating contaminant distributions
and hydraulic conditions; however, this study will demonstrate that the use of only vertically
oriented coreholes is insufficient for accurate structural analysis.

Data from coreholes of varying orientations can provide significant value for fracture
orientation analysis. This is because any linear survey used to sample planar features, such as
using rock core or a corehole to sample fractures, has inherent bias due to relative orientations of
the two components. This bias occurs because the probability of intersecting a fracture of a given
orientation is related to the angle between the sampling line and the fracture normal. The
smaller this angle is, the more likely it is to get sampled. In other words, a vertical corehole is
much more likely to sample horizontal, bedding plane fractures than it is vertical joints. This
linear sampling bias was first introduced into the English literature by Terzaghi (1965) and the
corrective measure of weighting the orientation data has become standard practice for structural
analysis (Priest, 1985; Priest, 1993). This weighting factor, w, can be expressed as:
1

90°

(3)

Where δ is the acute angle between the fracture normal and the sampling line (corehole axis). As
δ approaches 90, the weighting factor approaches infinity and a single fracture could potentially
dominate the fracture distribution pattern. To avoid this, a maximum weighting factor was
restricted to 7 which represents a δ of approximately 81.8° and is consistent with industry
standards (Priest 1993). This, in essence, creates a ‘blind‐zone’ for each corehole where data is
only sparsely sampled and brings to light the limitations of using coreholes of a single orientation
to sample fracture orientations. Not only are vertical coreholes biased against sampling high
angled fractures, they are effectively blind to vertical fractures which have been shown to be a
major component in carbonate fracture networks in flat‐lying stratigraphy (Cooke 2006). This
clearly demonstrates the need to vary the orientations of coreholes so that overlap of blind‐zones
can be minimized. While inclined coreholes are not common in hydrogeological investigations,
other related industries (e.g. mineral exploration, mining, petroleum, and nuclear) implement
them as part of their standard practices. There have only been a few instances where inclined
10
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June with an azimuth of 360° and plunge of 60° to intersect the major east‐northeast west‐
southwest joint set. Some deviation in the corehole azimuths occurred during drilling that
resulted in mean final azimuths for ACH‐01 and ACH‐02 to be 310° and 336° respectively. Both
coreholes were drilled approximately 2m into the Cabot Head shale to allow geophysical probes
to pass completely through the dolostone aquifers and into the shale. Care was taken by the
drillers to minimize drilling induced fractures and mechanical fractures due to the handling of the
core. The dolostone was very competent and the drilling went smoothly with essentially 100%
recovery on every run. Several runs were retrieved fully intact with no fractures indicating that
the drilling itself was not inducing frequent mechanical fractures. The coreholes were thoroughly
developed after drilling to remove any remnant drilling fluid or cuttings.

These two inclined boreholes were used to supplement data from an existing vertical
corehole (MW‐25) located approximately 50m to the east. Only one vertical corehole was used in
conjunction with the inclined coreholes to ensure the orientation statistics are not skewed by too
many coreholes of the same orientation. A summary table for the coreholes used in this study is
presented in Table 1:

Table 1: Summary of corehole properties
Corehole

Core Diameter

ID

Orientation

Depth to Bedrock

Overall Vertical

Length of Cored

(Plunge‐>

(Vertical Depth,

Depth (m)

Interval

Azimuth)

m)

(measured
distance, m)

MW‐25

HQ (2.5 inch)

90  N/A

3.68

103.69

100.0

ACH‐01

HQ (2.5 inch)

60  310

4.66

99.5

110.2

ACH‐02

HQ (2.5 inch)

60 336

5.39

100.9

111.2

The following sections deal with the collection of high‐resolution, depth‐discrete data
within these coreholes. Much of the data existed for the vertical corehole (MW‐25); however, all
of the presented methods were implemented in the inclined coreholes.

2.2 Examination of Rock Core

Continuous rock coring provides a clear window into the lithology, stratigraphy and
structures of the bedrock that make up the aquifer. As this study aimed to characterize and
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quantify the discrete fracture network on the site, the identification of essentially all fractures
was required to determine which were contributing to the aquifer transmissivity. This requires
methodical and detailed logging of the rock core.
The rock core was logged on‐site on a run‐by‐run basis during drilling. The immediate
logging of the core minimized the creation and inclusion of mechanically induced fractures due to
handling, transportation or expansion. It also provided a consistently wet sample and minimized
exposure to the atmosphere so any visible oxidation could be attributed to in‐situ conditions. A
record was kept to document the physical properties of the run including: run number, drilled
depths, recovery, and rock quality designation (RQD) as well as any drilling related comments. A
high‐resolution photograph of the core run was taken which included the site name, corehole
name, run number, depth interval, and date. The lithology was logged on a 0.1 ft scale and the
properties included rock type, colour, hardness, crystallinity, fossil abundance, fossil type,
dissolution/vug intensity, primary sedimentary structures as well as a small comments section.
Fractures were logged in a separate, feature logging sheet where fracture location and properties
were recorded (e.g. roughness, fit, continuity etc.). If bedding was visible, the core was rotated to
a consistent orientation so that rough orientation measurements of the fractures could be made
and would be comparable from run to run. It was found, however that the acoustic televiewer
(see section 2.3) provided much more accurate fracture orientation data so the orientation data
from the core was not used for this study. Any evidence of fluid flow through fractures (e.g.
oxidation, mineral precipitate, soft sediment deposits) was noted. Care was taken not to include
mechanically induced fractures created by either the drilling or handling of the core. Fractures
were deemed mechanical if they were created by handling of the core, or if the fracture surface
appeared to be freshly broken (e.g. rough and perfect fit). Also, the fractures at run boundaries
were deemed to be mechanical as the driller would often have to break the rock by pulling back
on the rig to retrieve the run. It is very difficult however, to determine whether a fracture is
natural or mechanical and when in doubt, the fracture was assumed to be natural. Because of
this, the fracture frequency recorded in the core log is likely a slight overestimate of the true
number of fractures in the formation.
The logging sheets used to record the lithology and feature data were tailored to the
specific research site and are custom designed for use with the DFN approach. The main
difference between a DFN‐style logging sheet and a traditional logging sheet is that all of this data
is collected in visual, quantifiable manner to facilitate efficient logging speeds and ease of entry
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into a database. This logging sheet style also forces consistency of logged data as each column
represents a property that must be logged for each interval. The purpose of the site‐specific
logging sheet was to eliminate any unnecessary columns/properties that were not applicable to
the lithology of the particular site. Traditional, text‐based core logs, though they might contain
valuable detailed information, are often not used to their full potential since much of the
information is either hand written or stored as text. In the DFN‐style logging sheet, the majority
of the parameters are quantified and can be easily plotted in well visualization software (e.g.
WellCAD) to compare against other datasets. This becomes invaluable in the later stages of the
DFN field approach such as designing the port location of a multilevel well, or correlating fracture
and lithology data to hydraulic data.

2.3 Geophysical Surveys

Geophysical tools can provide tremendously valuable information on the physical
characteristics of both the groundwater, and the surrounding bedrock. For this study, three
geophysical logs were used: acoustic televiewer (ATV), natural gamma, and formation
conductivity. These datasets already existed from previous studies in the vertical corehole (MW‐
25); however, they were collected for the two new inclined coreholes. The first round of
geophysics was conducted in the spring of 2010 after the drilling of the first inclined corehole,
ACH‐01, and the second round was completed later that summer after the second inclined
corehole, ACH‐02, was drilled. A borehole video log was also recorded in both coreholes using a
down‐hole video camera. The natural gamma log was collected using a Geonics Q40GAM‐1000
Total Count Gamma Probe and the formation conductivity was collected using a Geonics 2PIA‐
1000 EM39 probe. Both probes provided valuable information on the geological formations and
served as complementary datasets to correlate between coreholes.
The most useful geophysical tool for the characterization of the fracture network
was the acoustic televiewer. An Advanced Logic Technology ABI 40 acoustic televiewer was used
to collect the logs in both of the inclined coreholes. This probe makes use of gyros, inclinometers
and magnetometers to remain oriented relative to magnetic north while image data is being
collected. Because of this, the resultant borehole image is oriented to north and accurate
measurements of fracture strike and dip can be deduced. An extremely slow logging rate was
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It is assumed, however, that even though the overall fracture abundance is likely
underestimated, the proportion of fractures sampled from each fracture set is representative and
therefore, the acoustic televiewer logs were used as the primary dataset for fracture set
delineation and orientation analysis.

2.4 FLUTe Transmissivity Profiling

The visual methods in the previous sections have dealt with methods to identify the
location of fractures throughout the aquifer. They provide no information, however, on whether
the fracture is transmissive or hydraulically active under natural flow conditions. The
identification of transmissive features requires hydraulic testing of the borehole. This study
implemented the first use of FLUTe Transmissivity Profiling in inclined boreholes to determine the
transmissivity distribution within the corehole. FLUTe Transmissivity Profiling is a relatively new
method developed by Carl Keller (FLUTe, Santa Fe, NM) in which an impervious flexible borehole
liner is used to continuously measure the distribution of transmissivity along the borehole wall
(Figure 8) (Keller et al. 2010). FLUTe liners are made from urethane coated nylon and are shipped
to the site ‘inside‐out’ on a large spool. The length of the liner is equal to the total length of the
corehole and the diameter is slightly larger. The bottom of the liner is sealed and has a tether
attached that also equals the length of the borehole. The initial steps of the transmissivity
profiling process begins by fastening the open end of the liner to the top of the well casing where
a short interval, typically around 2‐3m, is turned right‐side out or ‘everted’ and forced down the
borehole by hand. Water is then added to the annular pocket which provides the force required
to evert the remaining length of liner down the borehole, provided the water level in the liner
remains higher than the static level outside the borehole. The liner everting downward can be
compared to a piston moving down the borehole, sealing off the interval above the base of the
liner, and forcing the water below to exit the borehole into the formation. At any point in this
process, the velocity of the liner descent is proportional to the total transmissivity of the open
borehole below the base of the liner. When a transmissive fracture is sealed by the passing liner,
the descent rate of the liner decreases as water can no longer evacuate the borehole through that
fracture. This change in velocity can be used to establish a transmissivity value for that location.
A detailed description of the FLUTe transmissivity profiling procedure and methods can be found
at the FLUTe website (www.flut.com).
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FLUTe transmissivity profiling of the three coreholes (MW‐25, ACH‐01, and ACH‐02) was
conducted at the research site in June 2010. The profiles in the inclined coreholes were repeated
in April 2011 due to complications resulting from pockets of air developing in the liners during the
profiling. The procedure was modified and the second profiles in the inclined coreholes were
successful.

3.0 Results and Discussion
Two techniques were used to identify the discrete fractures in each of the coreholes:
detailed logging of the rock core, and analysis of the acoustic televiewer image. Each method has
certain advantages and limitations and thus, where overlaps in data occur, the method more
appropriate for that particular objective was used. At this research site, the true fracture
frequency is thought to be closer to that observed in rock core for two reasons: (1) the dolostone
on the site is very competent and does not fracture easily, reducing the likeliness of frequent
mechanical breaks due to drilling and handling of the core; and (2) the fracture apertures in the
bedrock are very small (between 15 and 407µm – determined below) potentially making
identification difficult in the televiewer image logs due to resolution limitations. It should be
stated however, that this assumption is site‐specific and would not be valid at a site with a less
competent lithology or where drilling conditions are difficult or recovery is poor. While the
fracture frequency data of rock core is thought to be more reliable than the frequency data of the
acoustic televiewer, the acoustic televiewer provides a much more accurate measure of fracture
orientations and was used for all orientation analysis. The total number of fractures identified
through each of these methods is presented in Table 2:
Table 2: Total number of observed fractures from both rock core and acoustic televiewer analysis.
Corehole ID

Cored Interval

Acoustic

Rock Core*

Length (m)

Televiewer (ATV)

MW‐25

100.0

246

361

ACH‐01

110.2

263

562

ACH‐02

111.2

249

531

* Fractures identified as mechanically induced were removed from the rock core dataset.
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3.1 Fracture Frequency

The frequency of fracturing can vary throughout the thickness of the aquifer due to
physical changes in the rock or the timing relationship of the depositional events and structural
events. Intervals of bedrock that have similar physical properties and respond consistently to
stresses can be thought of as mechanical layers. These layers often, but not always correspond to
changes in lithology. To identify the presence of mechanical layers in the bedrock aquifer on the
research site, cumulative fracture intensity plots were created using fracture data from the rock
core for each well. To identify broad changes in fracture intensity, the cumulative fracture
intensity for the three coreholes were then plotted together on a single chart (Figure 9). These
plots show the percentage of total fractures in the corehole versus depth and provide a clear
visual indication of changes in fracture intensity through the aquifer by way of changes in the
slope of the line. Calculations of linear fracture intensity should be constrained to mechanical
layers of consistent fracture intensity and therefore, where changes in the slope of the line occur,
boundaries were created and mechanical layers defined.
The cumulative fracture intensity plot shows six subtle, correlatable inflections of fracture
intensity and therefore, seven mechanical layers, ML1 through ML7, were defined (Table 3). The
changes in fracture intensity were, for the most part, not drastic throughout the interval. This
was expected as the hardness and competency changes of the dolostone in the sequence
observed from logging the rock core had only minor variation and most defined lithological
contacts were the result of subtle changes in fossil abundance, colour, crystallinity, and intensity
of dissolution. While the changes are not all drastic, they do pick up variations in fracture
frequency and will provide the most accurate values for linear fracture intensity.
The linear fracture intensity, often referred to as P10 in the geotechnical engineering
industry, represents the number of fractures per unit length and is a common form of presenting
fracture frequency data obtained in a linear sampling method such as coreholes and rock core.
The linear fracture intensity was calculated within FracMan for each mechanical layer for the
three holes in the study (Table 4). The rock core fracture data was used for the calculation as it is
deemed to have a more representative sampling of fracture distribution as discussed previously.
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Mechanical layer 1 (ML1) is quite uniformly fractured in all three cores and has a
relatively high linear fracture intensity. ML2 shows a decrease in fracture intensity in all of the
cores, however this drop is more pronounced in MW‐25. ML3 is relatively consistently fractured
in MW‐25 and ACH‐02; however, the fracture intensity increases significantly in ACH‐01. ML4 has
a general drop in fracture intensity observed across all of the cores. ML5 shows an increase in
fracturing in all of the cores with the intensity being the largest in ACH‐02. A drop in fracturing is
seen in all three cores in ML6, however is most pronounced in ACH‐01. Finally, all three cores
show increased fracture intensity in the lowermost mechanical layer, ML7.
The variation in fracture intensity in each of coreholes could be the result of a genuine
change in the abundance of fractures in the fracture network; however, as each of the coreholes
is oriented differently, it is reasonable to assume that they are sampling fractures of different
sets. The two inclined cores displayed a higher overall fracture intensity, indicating that they
intersected more fractures over a given depth. This is consistent with the conceptual model that
these inclined coreholes will sample high‐angle fractures more regularly than vertical coreholes.
Table 4 Linear Fracture Intensity (number of fractures per metre) for each mechanical layer
Layer
Thickness (m)

MW‐25

ACH‐01

ACH‐02

ML1
27*
6.4
6.7
6.7
ML2
19
2.2
4.2
4.6
ML3
19.5
2.2
6.9
3.5
ML4
4.0
1.5
2.6
2.8
ML5
12.5
2.9
3.6
5.4
ML6
4.0
2.8
0.4
2.6
ML7
14*
6.4
3.1
6.7
Overall
100*
3.6
5.2
4.6
*thickness varies slightly due to differences in top of bedrock elevation and corehole depth.

Mean
6.6
3.7
4.2
2.3
3.9
1.9
6.6
3.7

While these mechanical layers indicate changes in fracture intensity throughout the
dolostone sequence on the site, they do not appear to influence the vertical hydraulic
connectivity of the sequence. Previous hydraulic characterization using multilevel monitoring
wells by Belan (2010) shows no apparent inflections in hydraulic head below the upper 20m
suggesting good vertical hydraulic connection throughout the sequence (Figure 10). The thirteen‐
day pumping test from the same study using the neighboring decommissioned Smallfield and
Sacco municipal wells showed a hydraulic response in all units from pumping the lower 40m of
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Figure 10: Vertical hydraulic head profiles for Westbay multilevel systems on the site from
previous studies (Belan 2010). Each point along the lines represents a depth‐discrete monitoring
point. The lack of inflections in hydraulic head below the upper 20m indicates good hydraulic
connectivity throughout the aquifer.

the sequence, which also suggests good vertical connection. While the mechanical layers do not
appear to affect the hydraulic connectivity of the aquifer, the changes in fracture frequency are
important for providing reasonable estimates of fracture surface area which can have a large
impact on the distribution and migration of contaminants as discussed in Section 1.2.
The linear fracture intensity (Table 4) reflects the overall intensity of fracturing within a
particular layer; however, it does not differentiate between fractures of different sets. Therefore,
further refinement of the linear fracture intensity is required using fracture orientation data to
allow the spacing for each set to be calculated. This refinement involves differentiating separate
fracture sets from the orientation data to determine a relative proportion of each set. These
proportions can then be applied to the overall linear fracture intensity to determine the linear
fracture intensity of each set in a given layer.
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3.2 Fracture Set Orientation
Individual fracture picks from the acoustic televiewer image logs were made by importing
the log and orientation data into WellCAD 4.3. This involved overlying a structure log on the
acoustic televiewer image, visually identifying fractures in the image, and creating a fracture with
matching depth and orientation in the structure log. Care was taken to ensure consistency
between each of the logs; however, the resolution of the acoustic televiewer image for ACH‐01
and ACH‐02 were slightly better than MW‐25, and thus, fractures were slightly more difficult to
observe in the latter. Since the z‐axis of the acoustic televiewer borehole image runs parallel to
the z‐axis of the corehole, the orientations measured from the image are apparent orientations,
relative to that axis. To adjust the orientation data to true strike and dip, the structure logs were
adjusted using the azimuth and tilt readings of the acoustic televiewer in WellCAD. The final
adjustment that was made was to correct the orientations for magnetic declination. The
structure logs containing the fracture depth, dip‐direction, and dip angle were then imported into
FracMan for orientation analysis.

Orientation analysis involved plotting the Terzaghi‐weighted orientation data as fracture
poles in FracMan on a Schmidt equal‐area projection stereonet (lower hemisphere). Fracture
poles are sometimes referred to as ‘poles to the plane’ and represent the imaginary line at right
angles to the fracture plane. This allows the fractures to be displayed as a point on the stereonet
rather than a great circle and is common practice in structural analysis on stereonets. The fracture
data were contoured using a Fisher smoothing method (dispersion exponent k = 25) to identify
regions of high fracture density for the purpose of fracture set identification. It was found that
the large concentration of low‐angle, bedding plane fractures were dominating the contoured
plots so logarithmic contour intervals were used to enhance the visibility of the more subtle
fracture sets. The Interactive Set Identification System (ISIS) function in FracMan was used to
analyze the fracture set distributions to determine the mean pole trend and plunge of each set.
ISIS examines the fracture orientations of each set, calculates the distribution, and then reassigns
fractures to sets according to probabilistic weights proportional to their similarity to other
fractures in the set. The orientations of the sets are then recalculated and the process is repeated
until it is optimized (FracMan manual). In this study, 50,000 iterations were conducted for each
analysis in ISIS to find the optimal distribution fit. For each of the identified fracture sets, ISIS
generates the orientation statistics for four different distribution types including: Fisher, Elliptical
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Fisher, Bivariate Normal, and Bivariate Bingham. The Fisher distribution had the best match to
the observed orientation data and was therefore used for further analysis below.

To determine if any fracture sets were restricted to a particular mechanical layer, fracture
orientation data were divided into subsets based on the mechanical layer interval depths and
plotted on a stereonet as separate sets (Figure 11). There was no apparent clustering of fractures
of a certain orientation in a specific mechanical layer and therefore, the fracture sets were
deemed regional and post‐depositional. As such, the orientation analysis for the complete
sequence was conducted together to make use of all available data.

Two separate orientation analyses were conducted to evaluate the limitations of using
only vertical coreholes for the purpose of fracture network characterization, and the value that
inclined coreholes can provide. The first analysis was conducted using the acoustic televiewer
fracture orientation data from the inclined coreholes (ACH‐01, ACH‐02) and one vertical corehole
(MW‐25) located approximately 50m from the inclined coreholes. The second analysis was
conducted using data from all eleven of the existing vertical coreholes on the site.

The contoured stereonet from the orientation data obtained from the inclined coreholes
and one vertical corehole (Figure 12) has three fracture sets that are easily discernible: a low‐
angle, bedding parallel set; a high‐angle, NE‐SW striking set; and a high‐angle WNW‐ESE striking
set. The ISIS analysis of the fracture sets provided the following Fisher distribution statistics for
the three sets:
Table 5: Fisher Distribution statistics for fracture sets identified using combination of inclined and
vertical coreholes
Bedding Plane

NE‐SW

WNW‐ESE

Fracture Count
616
125
90
Relative Intensity
74.13%
15.04%
10.83%
Mean Pole Trend
135
298
014
Mean Pole Plunge
86
11
08
Major Axis Dip Direction
314
118
194
Major Axis Dip Angle
04
79
82
Fisher dispersion
16.3
8.8
9.0
coefficient (k)
Note: Statistics from FracMan v7.4 ISIS analysis, 50,000 iterations, hard sectoring, Terzaghi bias corrected
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able 6: Fisherr Distribution statistics for fracture setss identified ussing 11 vertical coreholes
Bedding Plaane

E‐W

Fractu
ure Count

2059

271

Relativve Intensity

88.4%

11.6%

Mean Pole Trend

080

181

P Plunge
Mean Pole

89.6

7.0

Majo
or Axis Dip
Dirrection

260

001

Major Axxis Dip Angle

0.4

83

Fisher dispersion
20.0
4.5
coeffficient (k)
Note: Statiistics from FracM
Man v7.4 ISIS annalysis, 50,000 iteerations, hard seectoring,
Terzaghi bias corrected
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Table 7: Linear fracture intensity values for each fracture set, subdivided by mechanical layer and
corehole.
Bedding Plane Linear Fracture Intensity (fractures/m)
MW‐25
ACH‐01
ACH‐02
ML1
4.7
5.0
5.0
ML2
1.6
3.1
3.4
ML3
1.6
5.1
2.6
ML4
1.1
1.9
2.1
ML5
2.1
2.7
4.0
ML6
2.0
0.3
1.9
ML7
4.7
2.3
2.4
Full Length
2.7
3.9
3.5

Mean
4.9
2.7
3.1
1.7
2.9
1.4
3.1
3.3

NE‐SW Linear Fracture Intensity (fractures/m)
MW‐25
ACH‐01
ML1
1.0
1.0
ML2
0.3
0.6
ML3
0.3
1.0
ML4
0.2
0.4
ML5
0.4
0.5
ML6
0.4
0.1
ML7
1.0
0.5
Full Length
0.5
0.8

ACH‐02
1.0
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.8
0.4
0.5
0.7

Mean
1.0
0.6
0.6
0.3
0.6
0.3
0.6
0.7

ENE‐WSW Linear Fracture Intensity (fractures/m)
MW‐25
ACH‐01
ML1
0.7
0.7
ML2
0.2
0.5
ML3
0.2
0.7
ML4
0.2
0.3
ML5
0.3
0.4
ML6
0.3
0.0
ML7
0.7
0.3
Full Length
0.4
0.6

ACH‐02
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.5

Mean
0.7
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.5
0.5

While it has been shown that the use of inclined coreholes can provide the ability to
better define high‐angled fractures on the research site, there is potential that some fractures
could still be underrepresented in the structural analysis. Examination of the contoured
stereonet from the two inclined and one vertical corehole (Figure 12) shows an arc where
fracture density is significantly lower than the surrounding areas. This arc roughly follows the
great circle of a plane with a strike and dip of 060°/30°. There are two possible explanations for
this. The possibility exists that there is a genuine lower density of fractures in this region of the
fracture network but rather more likely these areas correspond to the ‘blind zones’ of the
coreholes. Each corehole has a range of orientations that it can effectively sample. As fractures
become more parallel to the corehole axis, it is less likely that they will be sampled. This issue
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3.3 Hydraulic Characterization
3.3.1 Transmissivity Distribution

The general transmissivity results from the FLUTe profile (Table 8) show that ACH‐02 and
MW‐25 have very similar total corehole transmissivity (~4.0 cm2/s) with ACH‐01 being more
transmissive overall (9.6 cm2/s). The maximum interval transmissivity from the three coreholes
ranges from 2.0x10‐1 to 4.2x10‐1 cm2/s.
Table 8: General statistics for corehole and interval transmissivity
Corehole ID

Total Corehole T
(cm2/s)

MW‐25
ACH‐01
ACH‐02

4.0
9.6
3.9

Min Interval T
(30cm int.)
(cm2/s)
0
0
0

Max Interval T
(30cm int.)
(cm2/s)
4.2x10‐1
3.9x10‐1
2.0x10‐1

The depth discrete results of the FLUTe transmissivity profiles (liner descent velocity and
interval transmissivity) were compared with the stratigraphy, mechanical layers, and fracture
intensity for each of the three coreholes (Figures 15, 16, and 17). The results show variable
distribution of transmissivity between the three coreholes; however, there are some
consistencies. Transmissive features were identified throughout the upper 35m in both ACH‐01
and MW‐25 and a thin transmissive interval centered around 13m in vertical depth can be
correlated between the three coreholes. This correlates reasonably well to the highly fractured
nature of mechanical layer 1 (ML1) and the regional aquifer properties of the Guelph Formation
(transmissive). The center of the profiles (~42‐55m) shows limited transmissivity with the
exception of ACH‐02 which shows several transmissive intervals in that depth range. This is
relatively consistent with the slightly lower fracture intensity of mechanical layer 2. The region
below ranging from about 55 to 65m contains several intervals with low to moderate
transmissivity with ACH‐02 displaying the most and MW‐25 displaying the least. The lower
portion of the Gasport formation shows significant transmissivity across all three holes. While the
depth of these transmissive intervals is variable from hole to hole, the overall shape and style of
the transmissivity is relatively consistent. All three holes show three large transmissive peaks that
span an approximate 10m interval and mostly fall within the slightly more fractured mechanical
layer 5. The Irondequoit, Rockway, and Merritton Formations had no measureable transmissive
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Fiigure 15: Results of the FLUTe transmisssivity profile for MW‐25 p
plotted alongsside of the
sttratigraphy an
nd mechanicaal layers. The
e FLUTe liner decent velocity is represented by the b
blue
lin
ne ‐ the blackk bars represe
ent the intervval transmissivvity. Stratigraaphic subdivissions are not
in
ncluded in the
e corehole as it was drilled
d and logged aat a differentt scale in a preevious study.
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Fiigure 16: Results of the FLUTe transmisssivity profile for ACH‐01 p
plotted alongsside of the
sttratigraphy an
nd mechanicaal layers. The
e FLUTe liner decent velocity is represented by the b
blue
lin
ne ‐ the blackk bars represe
ent the intervval transmissivvity. Brief desscriptions of tthe sub‐unitss can
be found in the
e Appendix.
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Fiigure 17: Results of the FLUTe transmisssivity profile for ACH‐02 p
plotted alongsside of the
sttratigraphy an
nd mechanicaal layers. The
e FLUTe liner decent velocity is represented by the b
blue
lin
ne ‐ the blackk bars represe
ent the intervval transmissivvity. Brief desscriptions of tthe sub‐unitss can
be found in the
e Appendix.
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intervals although MW‐25 has a highly transmissive interval near the Gasport/Irondequoit
contact.
Several possibilities exist to explain the variation in results between the three wells. The
most significant difference is the much lower measured transmissivity in the upper portion of
ACH‐02. The possibility exists that there are no transmissive fractures in this interval; however,
rock core VOC analysis conducted by Kennel (2008) shows TCE concentrations in the rock matrix
adjacent to fractures in this interval in other coreholes across the site suggesting that both
groundwater and contaminant transport is occurring through it. Another possible explanation is
that the transmissive features could have been missed due to a limitation of FLUTe transmissivity
profiling. While the FLUTe profiler can provide valuable information on the distribution of
transmissivity within a borehole, it is a new technology and, like all characterization tools, certain
limitations exist. One of these limitations is the fact that the sensitivity of the FLUTe profiler
increases with depth. This occurs because a highly transmissive feature below the base of the
liner during profiling could potentially take on the groundwater that would have normally exited
through the small fractures sealed by the passing liner. Thus, if fractures near the top of the
interval have small transmissivity values, they could be undetectable by the profile.

Also, the

descent velocity of the liner is much greater at the beginning of the profile because the overall
transmissivity below the liner is large. This rapid descent of the liner could mask the more subtle
transmissive features in the upper portions of the corehole. This could explain the apparent lack
of transmissivity in the upper portion of ACH‐02. To increase the resolution of the hydraulic data
in the upper portions of the borehole, packer testing using short sampling intervals (e.g. Quinn,
2011) could be conducted. The packer testing equipment required to test inclined boreholes was
not available at the time of this study and therefore, could not be implemented in this study to
supplement the FLUTe transmissivity data.
3.3.2 Hydraulic Aperture Distribution

It is not feasible to physically measure the absolute aperture of each fracture in a fracture
network and therefore, alternate approaches must be taken. It has been shown that hydraulic
data, in conjunction with fracture location data, can be used to approximate fracture apertures
(Snow, 1968; Novakowski, 1988; Novakowski et al. 2006; Belan, 2010). From a hydraulic
standpoint, groundwater flow through a fracture in a network is controlled by the fracture with
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the smallest aperture along the flow path, provided there are no other flow paths. This aperture
value is called the ‘hydraulic aperture’ and can be estimated using a re‐arrangement of the
aperture‐transmissivity relationship outlined by Bear (1993) to fit the cubic law fracture
distribution of Snow (1968):

2

12

(4)

Where:
2b = distance between parallel plates (hydraulic aperture)
μ = dynamic viscosity of water
ρ = density of water
g = acceleration due to gravity
T = transmissivity
N = number of fractures in interval
The density, ρ, and viscosity, μ, were estimated to be 0.9997g/cm3 and 0.013077g/s∙cm
respectively based on the groundwater temperature of the site (approximately 10°C) (Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 1986). The transmissivity values, T, were obtained through the FLUTe
transmissivity profiles in one‐foot depth intervals. Three different datasets were used to
determine the number of fractures per interval, N: rock core, acoustic televiewer logs, and
setting one fracture per interval. This range will provide the maximum number of fractures
possible in the interval (rock core), to the most conservative, one fracture per interval scenario
and provides a measure of how sensitive the calculation is on the number of fractures per
interval. In instances where no fractures were present in an interval with measureable
transmissivity, one fracture was assumed. Matrix transmissivity was deemed negligible given that
the dolostone in the sequence has an average matrix hydraulic conductivity three orders of
magnitude below the depth‐interval values determined from the FLUTe profiling (3.5x10‐9 m/s vs.
6.9x10‐6 m/s respectively) (Belan, 2010).
Histogram distributions of hydraulic apertures for each of the wells are presented in
Figures 18, 19, and 20 as well as a summary table of the descriptive statistics for each of the
distributions (Table 9). The results show relatively little variation between the apertures
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Figure 18: Hydraulic aperture distributions and descriptive statistics for MW‐25 for three different
fracture sources (rock core, ATV, 1 fracture per interval)
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Figure 19: Hydraulic aperture distributions and descriptive statistics for ACH‐01 for three different
fracture sources (rock core, ATV, 1 fracture per interval)
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Figure 20: Hydraulic aperture distributions and descriptive statistics for ACH‐02 for three different
fracture sources (rock core, ATV, 1 fracture per interval)
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calculated using different fracture sources. This is likely the result of the cubed root in the
calculation of hydraulic aperture. The geometric mean of the hydraulic apertures ranges from a
minimum of 104 microns using the rock core data in ACH‐02 and a maximum of 159 microns using
the 1‐fracture per interval method in MW‐25. These values, and the overall range in apertures
(15 to 407 microns) are consistent with other studies on the site (Belan 2010, Quinn 2011,) as well
as the values presented in other studies of the regional Silurian dolostone (Novakowski et al.,
2000; Burns, 2005). The distribution of hydraulic aperture values shows a moderate positive skew
to the right in all of the coreholes. This is most prominent in ACH‐01 and ACH‐02 where the
skewness of the distribution ranges from 0.6 to 0.9, and 0.8 to 1.1 respectively (where a skewness
of 0 represents a normal distribution). The distribution in MW‐25 shows less of a positive skew
with a skewness ranging from 0.5 to 0.8. These skewness factors shift the appearance of the
distributions toward a log‐normal distribution, consistent with previous findings on the site (Belan
2010).

Table 9: General statistics of hydraulic aperture for fractures with measurable transmissivity
MW‐25
Geometric
mean
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Standard
Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Count

ACH‐01

ACH‐02

Core
147

ATV
146

1 Frac.
159

Core
125

ATV
145

1 Frac.
158

Core
104

ATV
113

1 Frac.
122

158

160

173

139

159

173

115

126

135

6

7

8

3

5

5

3

4

5

156

155

171

132

142

164

104

111

122

59

68

68

63

70

73

51

59

60

3540

4676

4628

4012

4924

5279

2575

3435

3580

2.1

0.6

0.6

1.0

0.3

‐0.2

1.1

1.0

0.6

0.8

0.7

0.5

0.9

0.9

0.6

1.0

1.1

0.8

357

357

357

358

347

335

282

298

298

49

49

49

39

50

61

15

19

19

407

407

407

396

396

396

297

317

317

108

95

81

338

231

189

244

178

152
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A potential source of error in the calculation of hydraulic apertures is the requirement for
extremely accurate depth constraints between datasets. The high‐resolution methodologies used
in this study require correlating between datasets over very small intervals (e.g. 30 cm intervals
for the hydraulic aperture calculations here). Any inconsistencies in depth measurements could
create errors in determining the number of fractures per interval. To minimize these errors
precautions were implemented to ensure accurate depth measurements during all of the data
collection phases. These precautions included frequent tagging of the corehole bottom between
drill runs, and confirming encoder depth measurements (mechanical device that relates the
number of rotations of a wheel to a depth) with physical measurements for the geophysical
surveys and FLUTe transmissivity profiles. Also, if more than one fracture is located in an interval,
the calculated hydraulic aperture represents an average aperture for those fractures. In reality,
each fracture in the interval might have a slightly smaller or larger aperture than the average. The
30 cm interval resolution was sufficient to mostly isolate only one or two fractures per interval
minimizing the effect of the averaging. Another assumption is that all of the transmissivity is
being provided by the fractures. This could potentially lead to inflated hydraulic fracture aperture
values if some of the transmissivity is derived from the matrix, particularly where vuggy porosity
is apparent. Based on the core logs and ATV data, the Gasport Formation and portions of the
Guelph Formation have the highest vuggy porosity and thus, are the most likely units to
experience some matrix transmissivity.

3.4 Fracture Porosity

Delineation of the fracture sets, fracture frequency, and aperture distribution allows the
estimation of fracture porosity using the cubic law as mentioned in section 1.2. Fracture spacing
of each set (Table 10) was calculated by taking the inverse of fracture frequency values. A mean
hydraulic aperture of 125 microns was used, which represents the mean value calculated from
the three coreholes using the fracture location data from rock core. This aperture value was used
as the rock core is thought to provide the most accurate sampling of fracture location as
discussed previously. The fracture porosity was calculated for each mechanical layer, as well as
the overall Silurian sequence on the site (Table 11).
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Table 10: Mean fracture spacing (m) (Data from all wells)

ML1
ML2
ML3
ML4
ML5
ML6
ML7
Overall

Set 1 Spacing
(m)
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.4
1.4
0.4
0.3

Set 2 Spacing
(m)
1.0
2.0
2.0
3.1
1.8
6.8
1.8
1.5

Set 3 Spacing
(m)
1.4
2.8
2.7
4.3
2.5
9.4
2.4
2.1

Table 11: Mean effective fracture porosity for each mechanical layer
ML1
ML2
ML3
ML4
ML5
ML6
ML7
Overall

Fracture Porosity
9.7x10‐4
4.8x10‐4
5.0x10‐4
3.1x10‐4
5.4 x10‐4
1.4 x10‐4
5.5 x10‐4
6.4 x10‐4

The range of fracture porosity in the mechanical layers ranges from 1.4x10‐4 to 9.7x10‐4
and the overall fracture porosity of the Silurian sequence of the site was calculated to be 6.4x10‐4.
The calculated porosity values are consistent with previous studies on the site (5x10‐4, Belan
2010) and to values reported in the Silurian dolostone in Smithville, Ontario (2x10‐5 to 6x10‐4,
Novakowski et al., 2000) however, the detailed delineation of fracture orientations and spacing in
this study significantly reduces the overall uncertainty.
As with any calculated parameter in hydrogeology, these values represent an
approximation and in reality would likely vary somewhat spatially due to heterogeneity within the
fracture network. Also, the cubic law method of fracture porosity calculation counts the void
space where fracture sets intersect more than once. This overlapping effect is thought to have a
negligible effect on the overall porosity result. While some uncertainty exists, these values
represent the best possible approximation using the available data as they are based on observed
field data from the research site.
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4.0 Conclusions
This study involved the drilling of two inclined coreholes to supplement high‐resolution
data from eleven existing vertical coreholes from previous studies on the site to advance the
understanding of the 3‐D fracture network properties. The information from the two inclined
coreholes was essential for the characterization of the 3‐D spatial arrangement of fractures in the
network. Structural analysis using data from the two inclined coreholes and data from one of the
existing vertical coreholes provided strong evidence for three distinct fracture sets: one horizontal
bedding parallel set, and two near vertical sets. The same analysis was conducted using data
from only vertical coreholes and only two sets were identifiable. The software used for the
structural analysis (Fracman v7.4) was found to be very effective for processing the fracture data
and visualizing the data it in three dimensions. The capabilities exist within the software for 3‐D
static and dynamic modeling of a discrete fracture network; however, constraints on fracture
properties such as length and geometry need to be constrained.

While this study demonstrates the usefulness of inclined coreholes, hydrogeological
investigations typically rely on versatile multipurpose drill rigs best suited for drilling vertical
coreholes. The inclined coreholes implemented in this study were drilled without difficulty (often
with 100% recovery) using a rig specifically designed for deep diamond coring. Therefore there
are no technical obstacles in the use of inclined coreholes for fracture network characterization in
the regional Silurian dolostone sequence provided the right drilling equipment and expertise is
available.

Obtaining data of sufficient quality to develop representative 3‐D discrete fracture
network models of a site requires the integration of multiple high‐resolution datasets including:
examination of rock core, borehole geophysical surveys, and depth‐discrete hydraulic tests. The
identification of fractures was carried out using two separate methods: careful visual examination
of the rock core and an acoustic televiewer image log. The rock core provided the best evidence
for fracture distribution whereas the acoustic televiewer was most suited for determining
fracture orientations. The hydraulic testing demonstrated the first implementation of FLUTe
transmissivity profiling in inclined coreholes and provided valuable depth‐discrete data on the
distribution of transmissivity throughout the coreholes. While most data collection methods
traditionally used in vertical coreholes were successfully implemented in the inclined coreholes,
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certain methods, most notably straddle packer testing and active line source temperature
profiling, required modification to either the methods or equipment and were not possible for
this study. These additional hydraulic tests would be useful to further constrain the distribution
of transmissivity and hydraulic apertures where the FLUTe profiling shows uncertainty or lack of
sensitivity.

The characterization of the fracture network on the research site indicates a dense, well
connected network of frequent bedding‐plane fractures and two sets of near‐vertical joints which
range in frequency through the aquifer in mechanical layers. The presence of these frequent
high‐angle fractures provides a logical explanation for the high vertical hydraulic conductivity and
connectivity of the Guelph Formation (below the upper 20 m) and Gasport Formation identified
by previous hydraulic characterization studies.

In addition to these general conclusions, specific properties of the fracture network on the site
have been identified:

1. Seven mechanical layers in the Silurian dolostone sequence exist on the site and hydraulic
evidence from previous studies suggests hydraulic connection between them;
2. Three dominant fracture sets exist on the research site and consist of a flat lying bedding
plane parallel set with a major axis dip and dip direction of 04/314, and two high angled
sets with major axis dip and dip directions of 79/118 (NE‐SW striking) and 82/194 (WNW‐
ESE striking). These fracture sets make up 74%, 15% and 11% of the identified fractures
on the site respectively.
3. Fracture spacing for the three sets varies throughout the aquifer, however, the overall
spacing of the sets is: 0.3m for the bedding plane parallel set, 1.5 m for the NE‐SW striking
set, and 2.1 m for the WNW‐ESE striking set;
4. None of the major fracture sets are constrained to a specific mechanical layer;
5. Hydraulic apertures range from 15 to 407 μm with a geometric mean value of 125 μm and
the aperture distributions portray a moderately positive skew. These values are
consistent with previous observations on the site (Belan 2010; Quinn 2011), and
elsewhere in the Silurian dolostone belt (Novakowski et al., 2000; Burns, 2005);
6. The mean effective fracture porosity of the discrete fracture network on the site was
determined to be approximately 6.4x10‐4 which is in agreement with values from previous
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studies on the site (Belan, 2010) and the region (Novakowski et al., 2000).

The fracture network properties presented here reduce the overall uncertainty of previously
estimated values of fracture porosity and provide input parameters required for static and
dynamic DFN models. While these properties can be used for better predictive capabilities of
groundwater and contaminant migration, further work would be beneficial. The characterization
of fracture length and geometry for each of the three sets would provide the last remaining
parameters required to create a full 3‐D discrete fracture network model of the site. While the
physical measurement of the fracture lengths is likely implausible, they could be constrained
through calibration of 3‐D dynamic DFN models. This could be achieved by adjusting fracture
lengths of the sets until bulk field measured hydraulic values and contaminant distributions are
matched. Although the effect of linear sampling bias was reduced by the addition of the two
inclined coreholes, additional inclined coreholes would even further reduce the bias by sampling
fracture orientations that fall within the existing blind zones. If only one additional inclined
corehole is possible, a trend of 140° would help sample a large portion of the blind zone;
alternatively, even better spatial coverage would be obtained through the addition of two
inclined coreholes: one trending toward 080° and the other toward 200°. Finally, the contribution
to borehole transmissivity by the rock matrix was assumed to be negligible in this analysis;
however the potential exists that the relatively small dissolution enhanced or karstic features (e.g.
vugs) on the site could contribute to overall transmissivity and characterizing to what extent
would be beneficial.
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Figure A1: Example of a partial dataset (4m) from ACH‐02 showing (from left to right): Lithology, stratigraphy, ATV
Image, ATV fracture tadpole plot, core photos, natural gamma, carbonate classification (Dunham), crystallinity,
stylolite abundance, vug intensity, vug size, overall ‘vugginess’.
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Figure A2: Brief descriptions of the stratigraphic sub units. The descriptions are not complete
lithological descriptions; they are simple summaries of the changes observed in each of the sub
units. The lithological column was included to provide a reference to the scale in which the
lithology was logged.
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Synopsis
The transport and fate of contaminants in fractured sedimentary rock depends strongly
on the nature and distribution of the fracture network. The current standard practice of only
using vertical coreholes for the characterization of bedrock aquifers can result in significantly
biased data that is insufficient for fracture orientation analysis. This bias can be particularly
strong where sedimentary stratigraphy is flat‐lying and the resultant fracture network consists of
low‐angle bedding plane parallel fractures and vertical or near vertical joints. An examination of
such bias was conducted at a contaminated site in Guelph, Ontario in a bedrock aquifer
comprised of nearly flat lying Silurian dolostone strata. Previous investigations on the site
included the drilling of eleven vertical coreholes, which were subject to multiple types of
downhole data acquisition. This study involved the addition of two inclined coreholes to
supplement existing data from the vertical coreholes to reduce sampling bias and more accurately
characterize the three‐dimensional fracture network of the aquifer. Multiple high‐resolution,
depth discrete datasets were collected through the examination of rock core, downhole
geophysical surveys, and hydraulic testing including the first use of flexible liner transmissivity
profiling in inclined coreholes. These datasets were integrated to provide estimates of fracture
frequency, orientation and aperture distributions and to estimate values of effective fracture
porosity. Orientation analysis discovered three dominant fracture sets on site that vary in
intensity through seven mechanical layers. These sets consist of a horizontal, bedding‐plane set
with an average spacing of 0.3m, and two high‐angle sets, NE‐SW and WNW‐ESE striking, with
average spacings of 1.5m and 2.1m, respectively. The same analysis was done using data from
only the vertical coreholes and only two fracture sets were identifiable: a bedding plane set and a
high‐angle E‐W set. Hydraulic fracture apertures were calculated using the cubic law and range
from 15 to 407 μm with a geometric mean of 125 μm. Together, the fracture orientation, spacing
and aperture values were used to calculate an overall fracture porosity value of 6x10‐4. These
values for hydraulic aperture and bulk fracture porosity are consistent with those reported from
previous studies of the dolostone aquifer in this general area; however, the two inclined
coreholes substantially decrease the uncertainty associated with these parameters relating to
fracture spacing and orientation. The frequent, near‐vertical fractures identified in the study are
consistent with hydraulic head profiles and other lines of evidence indicating strong vertical
hydraulic connectivity in the aquifer at the research site.
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